53,000 Members. One Strong Voice.

The Texas Medical Association and your county medical society worked hand-in-hand with physicians like you to protect your time, your profession, your patients, and the community you serve. Highlights include:

- An increase to age 21 to buy tobacco or vaping products
- PMP mandates delayed until March 2020 to allow for EHR integration, plus $5 million for improved interface.
- 20+ dangerous scope of practice bills defeated
- More explicit prior authorization procedures, denials, requirements, and reviews
- Surprise billing arbitration process that is more equitable to physicians

- Mandatory network adequacy reviews for PPOs and EPOs
- $150 million for mental health services and psychiatry workforce expansion
- $68 million more for women’s health programs
- $7 million to reduce maternal mortality and morbidity
- $81 million more for medical schools and graduate medical education

YOUR MEMBERSHIP KEEPS TMA WORKING FOR YOU AND YOUR PATIENTS

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP TODAY! renew.texmed.org